II. ACTIVITIES

1. Rabbi Irving J. Block of the Brotherhood Synagogue, New York City appeared on the Lyle Van "Human Side Of The News" radio program, Wednesday, January 25th, Station WOR, 6-6:15PM.

2. Attended luncheon meeting arranged by Dorothy Gordon of the New York Times Youth Forum to set up Brotherhood Week telecast based on Alfred McClung Lee's book, Fraternities Without Brotherhood. The program will be entitled "College Fraternities - The Case For And Against." The guest will be Sloan Wilson, professor of History at the University of Buffalo and author of The Man In The Gray Flannel Suit. The program will be heard on television, WABD Channel 5, Sunday February 19th, at 6:30-7:00PM, and repeated on radio the following Saturday, February 25th, on station WQXR, 10:30-11:00AM. A panel of college students will participate and among them will be Alfred McClung Lee, Jr. of Swathmore College.

3. Arranged for the ABC(channel7) "Dean James A. Pike" religious TV program of Sunday, February 12th, 1:00-1:30PM. The program will be entitled "What Christianity Owes to Judaism." In the absence of Dean Pike, Canon Howard Johnson of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine will interview Dr. Nelson Glueck, secured for this program by Rabbi Morris Kertzer.

4. Irving M. Engel, President of the AJC was interviewed on the Sydney Smith program Station WRCA, Tuesday, January 24th, 2:00-2:30PM. Mr. Engel spoke on the status of civil rights in the United States, with comments on our recent People Take The Lead report.
5. Rabbi Morris Kertzer appeared on the January 5 "Weekday" NBC radio series, 3-3:30PM, for National Prayer Week.

6. Arranged for research assistance by Naomi Grand for the forthcoming special NBC-TV documentary program "The Rise And Fall of Hitler", a telecast now entitled "The Twisted Cross", scheduled for showing March 11, 9:00-10:30PM. Assisting NBC with the organizational promotion of this special telecast.

7. Forty-three record albums of The People Take The Lead AJC-NBC radio series have been distributed so far. We are planning the promotion for a more extensive distribution of these albums.

8. Attended the National Social Welfare Assembly Educational TV Committee meeting. Working on plans for a possible documentary TV series based on the member organizations of the National Social Welfare Assembly.

III. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF WORK


2. Attempting to place Irving M. Engel on interview programs such as, "Home", "Weekday", and "Tex 'n Jinx."

3. Met with Abe Fineberg, Alfreid Bernheim, and Mr. Marion Levy of Cleveland who was interested in the possible development by the AJC of a dramatic stage presentation on its work for Chapter use.

4. George Crothers, Director of Religious TV Programs for CBS suggested the possibilities of another AJC dramatic Passover TV program similar to last year's "A Night of Vigil" telecast. Working on possible program ideas for such a telecast.

5. Suggested the possibility of developing a one-minute TV spot based upon the Publications Division's pamphlet "The Fence." Such a spot might conceivably be financed by the twelve sponsoring organizations of this project.
6. CBS turned down Father Albert S. Foley's *Bishop Healy: Beloved Outcaste* TV script. At Ed Lukas' request attempting to interest other one-hour TV dramatic program in this script.

IV. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Contacted Fred Friendly, Producer of the CBS "See It Now" program in connection with its forthcoming documentary program, which is scheduled in March, based on the Middle East situation. Simon Segal cabled Judge Loewenberg to suggest personal contact with Friendly who is currently in Israel.

2. NBC again repeated its invitation to the AJC for the development of a series of panel discussions on important issues facing our nation for possible broadcast in the Spring.
TO: Alfred L. Bernheim
FROM: Milton E. Krents

DATE: March 5, 1956

MASS MEDIA DIVISION
RADIO AND TELEVISION SECTION
REPORT FOR FEBRUARY, 1956

II. ACTIVITIES

1. Rabbi Seymour Siegel of the Jewish Theological Seminary, New York City, appeared on the Lyle Van "Human Side Of The News" radio program, Wednesday, February 22nd, Station WOR, 6-6:15 PM.

2. The New York Times Youth Forum TV program presented a panel discussion on college fraternities based on Alfred McClung Lee's book, Fraternities Without Brotherhood. The guest Sloan Wilson and a college student panel participated in an interesting telecast on WABD Channel 5, Sunday, February 19th, from 6:30-7 PM. Ford Foundation's Educational TV Film Center at Ann Arbor, Michigan, is making available kinescopes of this program to fifty TV stations throughout the country.

3. Dean James A. Pike religious TV program on the ABC TV network presented two interesting programs in which we cooperated; Sunday, February 12, 4-4:30 PM, "What Christianity Owes to Judaism" Dr. Nelson Glueck was interviewed. Sunday, February 19th program was a report on Dean Pike's recent trip to Israel and the guest was Gov. Theodore McKeldin of Maryland and his wife. The ABC TV network is making available to us kinescope films of both of these programs for educational use.

4. Invited by the National Social Welfare Assembly Educational TV Committee to participate as a member of a sub-committee on arrangements for a forthcoming TV writers conference in connection with social agency programming.
5. Arranged for preview showing of NBC's TV documentary program "The Twisted Cross - The Rise and Fall of Hitler". This program is scheduled for presentation in March 14, 9-10:30PM.

AJC staff to assist NBC in organizational promotion after the preview screening

6. Placed Jacob Javits, New York State Attorney General on the CBS radio series "Let's Find Out" program of Sunday, March 4, 11-11:30AM. Mr. Javits discussed Immigration and the newly published booklet "The Fence".

7. Invited by new panel TV program "Conflict" to participate in a telecast on the subject of immigration. Possible participants would be Governor H. Lehman and Irving M. Engel. The program is seen on Channel 5 (WABD), Sundays, 10:30-11PM.

8. Met with Rabbi Philip Hiat, of the New York Board of Rabbis to discuss the preparation of a TV manual for rabbis. Pamphlet to be available for forthcoming annual TV Rabbinical Workshop in June.

9. NBC TV network "Home" show, 11AM-12noon, used Brotherhood Week material on its broadcast of February 12, tying it up with our People Take The Lead report.

III ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF WORK

1. At Ethel Phillips' request, attended demonstration of UN's radio programs at the UN.

Attempting to setup working relationship with UN Radio and TV Director, Peter Aylen.

2. Sent our letters along with newly published pamphlet "The Fence" to selected radio and TV news commentators.

3. Interested two programs in the possibility of presenting a discussion on Selma Hirsch's book, The Fears Men Live By. The programs are: "The Dean James A. Pike" TV program on the ABC network and Dorothy Gordon's discussion program "The New York Times Youth Forum".

4. Submitted the AJC People Take The Lead record album to the National Council of Churches. As a result, lunch with Ben Wilbur, Director of radio for the Council, who has offered the cooperation of his group in the promotion of our album in the monthly Protestant broadcasting bulletin circulating throughout the country.

* The rest of number four on page three.
5. Loaned the Anti-Defamation League several of our one-minute TV spots for use by their chapter in New Haven, Conn.

In connection with this chapter meeting our spots were used by Station WNHC in New Haven for Brotherhood Week celebration. Credit given to AJC at this meeting.

6. Ali Bernheim and MEKrents met with Fred Friendly, Producer of Edward R. Murrow "See It Now" program to discuss the forthcoming "See It Now" program on Israel and Egypt scheduled for presentation on March 13, 8:30-10:00PM, on the CBS network, TV.

At Dorothy Nathan's request, prepared a review of radio and TV programs in the human relations field for 1955 for use by the NAIRO Reporter.

*4. (continued) Mr. Wilbur also offered a plan for possible joint auspices under a new dramatic radio series on the CBS radio network.

TV PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Attempting to develop a plan for international TV broadcasting on European TV stations, particularly in France. Z. Shuster to be contacted for further follow-up.

2. Attempting to place on sports programs, story about the New York Pioneer Club, one of the outstanding interracial athletic clubs in America.

3. Invited by the Reverand Dr. S. Franklin Mack, Exec. Director of Protestant Radio & Film Commission to attend their annual meeting the evening of March 6th.

4. Prepared memo of proposed AJC-NBC TV panel program tentatively titled "Perspectives 1956". Reworking program presentation further before submitting it to NBC.

5. Submitted program presentation of AJC-NBC radio series The People Take The Lead to "Variety" for consideration in their 23rd Annual Showmanagement Awards.
TO: Alfred L. Bernheim
FROM: Milton E. Krents

MASS MEDIA DIVISION
RADIO AND TELEVISION SECTION
REPORT FOR MARCH, 1956

II. ACTIVITIES

1. NBC documentary program, "The Twisted Cross" presented on March 14, 9:00 - 10:30 P. M., NBC-TV Network Program, received widespread commendation. Community Affairs Department assisted in promotion throughout the country on this telecast.

2. Jacob Javits, New York State Attorney General, discussed immigration and a booklet "Defense" on the CBS radio series "Let's Find Out", Sunday March 4, 11-12 noon.


4. Rabbi Morris Kertzer and his family appeared on the "Home" TV program, March 26, 11-12 noon, to discuss and demonstrate a typical Passover seder service.

5. In cooperation with the National Council of Churches secured pictures of modern synagogue architecture in America which was used on the "Home" TV program on Thursday, March 29, 11-12 noon, NBC Network.

6. Attended annual meeting of the Boston Radio and Film Commission as a dais guest, representing the American Jewish Committee, the evening of March 6, Hotel Piccadilly, New York City.

7. At Ed Lukas' request, attempted to interest radio programs in an
interview with Algernon Black concerning the forthcoming "Encampment For Citizens."

8. CBS presented its long-heralded program on Middle East situation on the "See It Now" telecast of March 13, 8:30-10:00 P. M. Fred Friendly's office, producers of the program, have promised us a kinescope of the telecast so that we may fill numerous requestes in communities throughout the country anxious to present the kinescope for local groups.

9. Bob Disraeli located film for us to be used in connection with Dumont TV panel program "Conflict" on subject of immigration. Film now being processed by program. Possible participants - Senator Lehman and Irving M. Eisen.

10. Instrumental in interesting popular women's day-time dramatic matinee series in presenting a Passover television story entitled "Silent Partner." NBC-TV Network, 3-4 P. M.

III. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF WORK

1. At Charles Segal's request, prepared memorandum of proposed radio and television ideas in connection with forthcoming AJC 50th Anniversary observance.

2. Attended Mass Media Committee meeting at the Harmonie Club on March 21 at 6:00 P. M. and presented material concerning proposed NBC-AJC panel series.

3. Assigned to new staff member of Radio & TV Section, Joseph Kenas, a TV manual for rabbis. Kenas now preparing dummy of proposed pamphlet.

4. Checked further with American Broadcasting Company in connection with possible program on the Dean Pike TV series based on Selma Hirsh's book Fears Men Live By. Latest report - ABC giving this program idea serious consideration.

5. Talked with Zach Schuster before his return to Europe concerning possibilities of developing an international TV project by AJC. Schuster expressed interest in proposal. In process of gathering more information concerning the feasibility of this plan.
6. Participated in staff panel discussion concerning the use of Mass Media in the Arab-Israeli situation at the Program Resources Department meeting on March 22.

IV. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Circulated story about the New York Pioneer Club in racial athletics organization. Follow-up of sport programs already contacted.

2. Working on programs in connection with Israel's forthcoming 8th birthday April 16th. The following programs confirmed.
   b. Appearance of Mrs. Abba Eban, wife of the Israel ambassador, on the "Home" program, April 16, 11-12 Noon, NBC TV Network.

3. Presentation of Israel Boy Scout film, "A Letter From Ronnie", scheduled for NBC Dumont and WPIX.

4. Invited by Dumont to set up Israel Film Theatre to show selected films weekly on aspects of life in Israel.

5. Dumont television desires developing a weekly film series similar to our NBC program some years ago entitled "Unfinished Business USA." Films from the human relations field would be presented weekly with an introduction and comments by an AJC person such as Irving Engel.

6. Approaching American Broadcasting Company to secure their facilities as host network in connection with forthcoming Fourth Annual Rabbinical TV Workshop to be scheduled early in June.

7. Checking on NBC report of invitation to Sir John Glubb for a possible appearance by him on the "Meet The Press" TV program.
TO: Alfred L. Bernheim  
From: Milton E. Krents

MASS MEDIA DIVISION  
RADIO AND TELEVISION SECTION  
REPORT FOR MAY, 1956

II. ACTIVITIES

1. Completed all arrangements for AJC-New York Board of Rabbis Fourth Annual Rabbinical Television Workshop. Some of the speakers to include John Daly of ABC, Dean Pike of St. John's Cathedral, and Fred W. Friendly, co-producer of CBS "See It Now" program. The workshop is scheduled for June 11 and 12.

   Attended numerous weekly meetings to set up all the details of the workshop.


3. Rabbi S. Andhil Fineberg participated in "The Human Side of the News" radio program (May 16, 6:00 P.M.) giving an explanation and prayer on the Shevouth holiday.

4. Robert Disraeli and myself met with Ted Cott, General Manager of Station WABD, Dumont, to discuss the development of two program series -- one, an Israel film theater, which would feature interesting existing films about aspects of life in Israel; the other, a film series under the auspices
of the AJC, entitled “Unfinished Business - USA,” which would present existing films on human relations problems. Such a series would have as host Irving Engel, President of the American Jewish Committee, who would comment on each film.

Mr. Disraeli is checking the film field for available material.

III. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF WORK

1. Submitted a detailed memorandum to Fred Robin on suggested radio and TV coverage for AJC's forthcoming 50th anniversary celebration.

2. Submitted a memorandum to Fred Robin on idea to expand our WABD "Unfinished Business - USA" film series to AJC Chapters throughout the country as a tie-in with the 50th anniversary celebration. Mr. Engel's commentary on the New York program could be used by local area people.

3. Conferred with Robert Lewine, Vice-President in charge of programs for the American Broadcasting Company network, to interest him in the possibility of joining our Mass Media Education Committee. Mr. Lewine is giving serious consideration to this proposal.

4. Preparing material for presentation at Mass Media Education Committee meeting at Harmonie Club on the evening of June 13.

IV. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Lunched with Miss Pamela Ilott, producer of the CBS "Lamp Unto My Feet" TV program. Miss Ilott is considering two possible AJC television programs: one, a program based on the book, THE FEARS MEN LIVE BY, with a discussion in the latter half of the program led by Dr. Lyman Bryson; the other, a High Holy day "Lamp Unto My Feet" program for Rosh Hashonah, scheduled for
September 2.

2. Attended several meetings at the National Council of Churches office in consultation with Protestant and Catholic groups in connection with a possible interfaith radio series on family problems. The series is scheduled for Mutual Network presentation and will be financed by Johnson and Johnson Co.

3. Was invited to attend the forthcoming "Fund for the Republic" Robert E. Sherwood Awards Luncheon for the best radio and TV programs in the Civil Rights field, June 22nd.

4. The Radio and Television Division is to be represented at the forthcoming television workshop at New York University, June 13 and 14.

5. Working with Mrs. Doris Corwith of NBC Public Affairs Department on a future half-hour radio network panel broadcast on the subject of Prejudice.

6. At NBC's request, attempting to promote a repeat performance of "The Twisted Cross", the rise and fall of Adolf Hitler, scheduled for Tuesday, June 12, 8:00 to 9:00 P.M., over the NBC network.

7. Conferred with Miss Charlotte Armstrong, producer of the TV forum program, "Between the Lines," Sundays at 6:00 P.M. This program is interested in our developing a telecast based on the subject of immigration. Possible participants include Irving Engel and U.S. Senator Watkins or Rep. Keatings of New York.
TO: Alfred L. Bernheim
FROM: Milton E. Krents

MASS MEDIA DIVISION
RADIO AND TELEVISION SECTION
REPORT FOR APRIL, 1956

II. ACTIVITIES

Placed a number of radio and television programs in connection with Israel's Eighth birthday, April 13-20.

1. Special Salute to Israel with tapes from Jerusalem, prepared by NBC news staff, on weekday program, Monday, April 16th, 11:00 A.M., NBC network.

2. Interview with Mrs. Abba Eban, wife of Israel ambassador to the U.S., on "Tex and Jinx" program, Monday, April 16th, 11:30 to 12:00 midnight, radio station WRCA.

3. Inserted news item on Israel's anniversary used by George Hamilton Combs, Monday, April 16th, 10:00 to 10:30 P.M.

4. Interview with Abba Eban, Israel ambassador to the U.S., on "This Is New York" program with Bill Leonard, April 5th, 11:30 to 12 midnight.

5. Question on Israel placed on "The Answer Man" program, Monday, April 16th, 7:20 to 7:30 P.M. and 12:10 to 12:15 P.M., WOR and Mutual Radio Network.

6. News item on Israel anniversary used on Associated Press News Service, Monday, April 16th, and teletyped to its 2,000 local member stations.

7. Salute to Israel by Arthur Godfrey on Monday, April 16th, 10:00 to 11:30 A.M., CBS radio network.

8. Interview with Mrs. Abba Eban on "The Home" program, Monday, April 16th, 11:00 A.M. to 12:00 noon, NBC-TV network.
9. Film on Dead Sea scrolls was tied in with Israel anniversary on "Ask the Camera" program, Sunday, April 15th, 12:00 to 12:30 P.M., Station WRCA-TV.

10. Placed Dr. Nelson Glueck, president of Hebrew Union College, on "Good Morning With Will Rogers, Jr." program, Thursday, April 12th, 7:00 to 8:00 A.M., CBS-TV network. Dr. Glueck related the story of his archeological discoveries in Israel.

11. The film, "A Letter From Ronnie," the story of the Israel boy scouts, was placed on the "Junior Britannica" program, April 22nd, 9:00 to 10:00 A.M., Station WRCA-TV; also placed the same film on Station WPIX-TV, April 26th, 1:15 to 1:30 P.M.

III. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF WORK

1. Attended a meeting to discuss more detailed plans for radio and television coverage of AJC's forthcoming 50th anniversary celebration. Preparing complete memorandum on suggestions, ideas and budget costs. Also working on special project of a possible AJC Chapter Radio and TV Kit in connection with this celebration.

2. At New York Chapter's request, attempted to secure radio coverage for its Annual Meeting on May 7th. Station WNYC had agreed to broadcast an address by Mayor Wagner but, unfortunately, a conflict developed because of the station's prior commitment to New York State Commission Against Discrimination at whose luncheon Mayor Wagner had promised to participate on same day.

3. At Dr. Slawson's request, prepared a detailed letter to Dr. Burton E. Levinson of Congregation Shaare Emeth, St. Louis, Mo., on proposed local religious television series.

IV. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Attended educational television committee meeting at offices of the National Social Welfare Assembly. Discussed proposed TV workshop set-up by this
organization at New York University in June.

2. Attended several meetings at the New York Board of Rabbis office to develop 4th annual Rabbinical TV Workshop. Workshop dates are set for June 11th and 12th with the American Broadcasting Company consenting to serve as host network. Spent considerable time handling numerous details and setting up workshop sessions as well as inviting guest participants.

3. Attended several other meetings at New York Board of Rabbis in developing a Television Manual for Religious Telecasting. In connection with suggestions made at these conferences, Mr. Joseph Kenas, staff member, is preparing a full draft of the manual for further consideration.


5. Attempting to secure extra and unused film footage from Fred Friendly's office of "See It Now" program in connection with their recent Israel-Egypt telecast.

6. Attempting to secure from the Cowan TV Production office kinescopes of the Rev. Stitt-Rabbi Bloch team participation on questions pertaining to religion for educational use. This clergy team is currently appearing on the NBC-TV program, "The Big Surprise."

7. Meeting set up with new director of CBS religious programs, Robert Young, to establish relationships with this new member of CBS staff.

8. Still working with Dumont Television on proposed AJC TV series, "Unfinished Business - USA."

9. Developing a program on immigration for possible presentation on Dumont TV panel program, "Conflict," Sunday, May 20th, 10:30 to 11 P.M. Irving Engel has already accepted an invitation to participate. Other guests are to be invited from Washington, such as Senator Watkins or Rep. Keatings.
I. EVENTS AND PROBLEMS IN FIELDS OF WORK

The Fund for the Republic issued a two-volume study report on "blacklisting" by John Cogley. The study made the point that the TV industry had abdicated its responsibility as arbiter of its hiring policy and had permitted outside interests to make final decisions. As a result, hundreds of people were being denied employment in television, as well as in other aspects of the entertainment industry. It will be interesting to note the reaction of radio and TV networks, advertising agencies, program packagers, and others to this important Fund for the Republic report.

II. ACTIVITIES

1. The Fourth Annual AJC-New York Board of Rabbis Rabbinical Television Workshop was successfully completed on June 11 and 12 at the ABC studios and Berg Hall. Some 45 rabbis from the eastern area participated in the workshop sessions, with particular interest paid to talks delivered by John Daly of ABC, Dean James Pike of St. John's Cathedral, and Fred W. Friendly of CBS. Publicity on the workshop was carried in the general press, with a full story in the trade press (in particular,
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, June 18, 1956).

2. Awaiting word from Robert Disraeli on available film material for two proposed TV series on Dumont Station WABD -- "Israel Film Theatre" and "Unfinished Business - USA."

3. Met with Stockton Helffrich, Director of the Continuity Acceptance Department, National Broadcasting Company, to discuss future areas of cooperation in connection with his work, which deals with radio and TV censorship problems.


5. Attended a joint AJC-New York Board of Rabbis meeting to discuss revisions of proposed outline for forthcoming Rabbinical TV Manual.


7. Consulted with Rabbi Jossef Kratzenstein of Bay City, Michigan. Supplied him with information and suggestions for his forthcoming television series on Station WNEM in that city.

III. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF WORK

1. Attended evening meeting of the Mass Media Education Committee at the Harmonie Club, June 13, and demonstrated film of AJC's TV cartoon spot announcements. Members of the committee volunteered assistance -- Mr. David Litwin of Newark requested a set of TV spots for placement on WATV, his local TV station in Newark; Mr. Joshua Gollin of Schanley Distillers, agreed to approach the Maxon advertising agency to interest their client, Gillette Safety Razor Co., in the possibility of Gillette's developing a similar TV spot series on sports subjects.
2. Distributed copies of AJC fact sheet on the Middle East situation to a special list of news commentators and various network personnel. NBC and CBS Public Affairs Departments requested additional copies to be distributed to entire staff. Also circulated copies of "The Assault on American Citizenship" to the same group.

3. Was invited by Gus Falk of our Chicago Chapter to develop a TV Workshop for Chicago area similar to the recently completed New York one.

4. At the request of Phil Bershad of the JDA, prepared a detailed memorandum on the AJC's TV spot announcement project for use at JDA Executive Meeting, June 26. Also sent film loop of eight TV spots for demonstration purposes.

5. In connection with Dr. Morris Kertzer's forthcoming visit to Russia and the "Iron Curtain" countries, have interested the National Broadcasting Company in his appearance on two TV programs -- "Meet the Press" and "Youth Wants to Know." Dr. Kertzer's appearance will be set after his return to this country late in July.

IV. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Fred Friendly of CBS is contemplating a series of three programs on Protestantism, Catholicism, and Judaism for future "See It Now" telecasts. Mr. Friendly will consult with the AJC when the project gets under way.

2. In connection with recent CBS "See It Now" program on Egypt-Israel, Fred Friendly is desirous of making available to the AJC for its own use extra film footage which was not originally used by the program.

3. Attempting to place film clip of Biblical Zoo in Jerusalem on popular children's TV series, "Mickey Mouse Club", ABC.
4. Attempting to place Israel Olympic star on TV sports program.

5. Working on development of an AJC high holy day television program with CBS network. Suggested program format to be a pick-up of a holiday service from one of the military installation points in the many states.

6. Secured the cooperation of the National Broadcasting Company in the production of a half-hour radio network program based on the book, THE FEARS MEN LIVE BY. Program is scheduled for Wednesday, July 11, 10:30 to 11:00 P.M., NBC radio network. Moderator and three panelists are now being invited to participate.

7. Still working on possible TV program on the subject of immigration for "Between the Lines," presented Sundays at 6:00 P.M. on WABD.

8. CBS is still considering a television program based on the book, THE FEARS MEN LIVE BY, for its "Lamp Unto My Feet" program. This half-hour program will consist of a drama, followed by a discussion by Dr. Lyman Bryson of Columbia University.

9. Maury Fagan of the Philadelphia Fellowship Commission has requested our assistance in helping to prepare a presentation for a Fund for the Republic grant to produce a TV series of intergroup relations programs for children.
June 28, 1956

TO:  Dave Danzig
FROM: Milton E. Krents

You requested that I prepare for you a list of some of our current activities in terms of radio and television programs.

Attached is our most recent monthly report, which should give you some idea as to the type of things we are doing.

I would very much like to talk with you, possibly at a luncheon date, to tell you some of the other on-going long-range projects we have in mind.

MEK:SLK
Encl.
I. EVENTS AND PROBLEMS IN FIELDS OF WORK

The Fund for the Republic issued a two-volume study report on "blacklisting" by John Cogley. The study made the point that the TV industry had abdicated its responsibility as arbiter of its hiring policy and had permitted outside interests to make final decisions. As a result, hundreds of people were being denied employment in television, as well as in other aspects of the entertainment industry. It will be interesting to note the reaction of radio and TV networks, advertising agencies, program packagers, and others to this important Fund for the Republic report.

II. ACTIVITIES

1. The Fourth Annual AJC-New York Board of Rabbis Rabbinical Television Workshop was successfully completed on June 11 and 12 at the ABC studios and Berg Hall. Some 45 rabbis from the eastern area participated in the workshop sessions, with particular interest paid to talks delivered by John Daly of ABC, Dean James Pike of St. John's Cathedral, and Fred W. Friendly of CBS. Publicity on the workshop was carried in the general press, with a full story in the trade press (in particular,
2. Awaiting word from Robert Disraeli on available film material for two proposed TV series on Dumont Station WABD — "Israel Film Theatre" and "Unfinished Business — USA."

3. Met with Stockton Helffrich, Director of the Continuity Acceptance Department, National Broadcasting Company, to discuss future areas of cooperation in connection with his work, which deals with radio and TV censorship problems.


5. Attended a joint AJC-New York Board of Rabbis meeting to discuss revisions of proposed outline for forthcoming Rabbinical TV Manual.


7. Consulted with Rabbi Joseph Kratzenstein of Bay City, Michigan. Supplied him with information and suggestions for his forthcoming television series on Station WNEM in that city.

III. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFF WORK

1. Attended evening meeting of the Mass Media Education Committee at the Harmonie Club, June 13, and demonstrated film of AJC's TV cartoon spot announcements. Members of the committee volunteered assistance — Mr. David Litwin of Newark requested a set of TV spots for placement on WATV, his local TV station in Newark; Mr. Joshua Gollin of Schenley Distillers, agreed to approach the Maxon advertising agency to interest their client, Gillette Safety Razor Co., in the possibility of Gillette's developing a similar TV spot series on sports subjects.
2. Distributed copies of AJC fact sheet on the Middle East situation to a special list of news commentators and various network personnel. NBC and CBS Public Affairs Departments requested additional copies to be distributed to entire staff. Also circulated copies of "The Assault on American Citizenship" to the same group.

3. Was invited by Gus Falk of our Chicago Chapter to develop a TV Workshop for Chicago area similar to the recently completed New York one.

4. At the request of Phil Bershad of the JDA, prepared a detailed memorandum on the AJC’s TV spot announcement project for use at JDA Executive Meeting, June 26. Also sent film loop of eight TV spots for demonstration purposes.

5. In connection with Dr. Morris Kertzer’s forthcoming visit to Russia and the "Iron Curtain" countries, have interested the National Broadcasting Company in his appearance on two TV programs — "Meet the Press" and "Youth Wants to Know." Dr. Kertzer’s appearance will be set after his return to this country late in July.

IV. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

1. Fred Friendly of CBS is contemplating a series of three programs on Protestantism, Catholicism, and Judaism for future "See It Now" telecasts. Mr. Friendly will consult with the AJC when the project gets under way.

2. In connection with recent CBS "See It Now" program on Egypt-Israel, Fred Friendly is desirous of making available to the AJC for its own use extra film footage which was not originally used by the program.

3. Attempting to place film clip of Biblical Zoo in Jerusalem on popular children’s TV series, "Mickey Mouse Club", ABC.
4. Attempting to place Israel Olympic star on TV sports program.

5. Working on development of an AJC high holy day television program with CBS network. Suggested program format to be a pick-up of a holiday service from one of the military installation points in the many states.

6. Secured the cooperation of the National Broadcasting Company in the production of a half-hour radio network program based on the book, THE FEARS MEN LIVE BY. Program is scheduled for Wednesday, July 11, 10:30 to 11:00 P.M., NBC radio network. Moderator and three panelists are now being invited to participate.

7. Still working on possible TV program on the subject of immigration for "Between the Lines," presented Sundays at 6:00 P.M. on WABD.

8. CBS is still considering a television program based on the book, THE FEARS MEN LIVE BY, for its "Lamp Unto My Feet" program. This half-hour program will consist of a drama, followed by a discussion by Dr. Lyman Bryson of Columbia University.

9. Maury Fagan of the Philadelphia Fellowship Commission has requested our assistance in helping to prepare a presentation for a Fund for the Republic grant to produce a TV series of intergroup relations programs for children.